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digital video (SDV) system based on channel interest. In 
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SYSTEMS & METHODS FOR ALLOCATING 
BANDWIDTH IN SWITCHED DIGITAL 
VIDEO SYSTEMS BASED ON INTEREST 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to video distribution systems 
and more speci?cally switched digital video (SDV) technolo 
gies for improving the utilization of available bandWidth on 
these distribution systems. 
[0002] In the current state of the art, SDV systems allocate 
channels to available bandWidth. SWitched channels are 
assigned to available frequencies as they are requested. 
Today’s SDV systems are typically designed With the 
assumption that the number of channels being requested Will 
not exceed the available bandWidth. Thus, bandWidth con 
straints do not generally result in users being blocked from 
accessing channels they request. As video distribution sys 
tems evolve, hoWever, the groWing number of media sources 
and end-users may render this assumption invalid, as the 
probability that the interest for sources Will exceed the 
amount of available bandWidth Will increase. SUMMARY 
OF THE INVENTION 
[0003] In accordance With the principles of the present 
invention, systems and methods are provided for considering 
the interest for channels before allocation so that at any given 
time the channels With the greatest number of requesters are 
given preference in being allocated to the available band 
Width. By contemplating interest before allocation, only 
channels that have met a minimum threshold of requesters are 
made available, keeping bandWidth available for the most 
requested channels. 
[0004] In some embodiments, systems and methods are 
provided for considering the interest of each allocated chan 
nel folloWing allocation so that at any time a channel With 
very feW users may be de-allocated from the bandWidth to 
make room for another channel With a relatively larger num 
ber of requesters. 
[0005] A channel-interest manager considers the relative 
priority of a requested channel before allocating it to band 
Width. The channel-interest manager operates betWeen the 
SDV server and an SDV client running on a user’s equipment 
(e.g., set-top box, hereinafter “STB”). The channel-interest 
manager calculates the priority of a currently unallocated 
channel and determines Whether that channel should be allo 
cated, at least in part as a function of the interest for that 
channel relative to other channels in the system. The channel 
interest manager may be any combination of hardWare and 
softWare suitable for this purpose (e.g., one or more proces 
sors, memory, storage, etc., Where the processors are pro 
grammed With suitable programming logic to perform the 
functions of the channel-interest manager). As understood to 
one skilled in the art, the channel-interest manager may be 
implemented on a stand alone server, co-hosted on a server 

With other applications, or integrated as part of another sys 
tem application (e.g., the SDV manager) and operate coop 
eratively or as part of a system or SDV policy manager Which 
considers other characteristics of the system in making 
dynamic decisions on Which channels to allocate. 
[0006] The channel-interest manager allocates the 
requested channel to available bandWidth if it meets the inter 
est threshold and there is suf?cient bandWidth available. If 
there is insuf?cient bandWidth, the channel-interest manager 
allocates the requested channel (after de-allocating or “bump 
ing” another channel) if the requested channel meets the 
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interest threshold and has a greater interest relative to other 
allocated channels. The channel-interest manager may deter 
mine that interest for a channel exceeds the interest threshold 
using any suitable approach. 
[0007] In some embodiments, a request for an SDV channel 
is counted When a requester “parks” on it by tuning to it in an 
attempt to Watch it and Waiting until a channel is sWitched in. 
The channel-interest manager may decrement a request count 
When a requester tunes aWay. The channel-interest manager 
may also tag a requester Who tunes aWay as “previously 
interested” so that When the channel is allocated at some 
future time, the “previously interested” requester may be 
noti?ed. In other embodiments, requests are counted When a 
requester “votes” for the channel’s allocation in advance of 
the scheduled time for the programming (e.g., such as by 
scheduling a reminder or a recording for a program). In vari 
ous embodiments, feedback may be provided to the requester 
as to likelihood of channel allocation. The feedback can be 
used With an inter-active feature to give the requester the 
option to Wait longer for possible allocation, or to tell the 
manager he or she is no longer interested. The allocation can 
also occur automatically With no interaction With the user. 

[0008] In some embodiments, the channel-interest man 
ager is made aWare of program boundaries on sWitched chan 
nels. With this information, the channel-interest manager 
may determine that voting or parking by users on a channel at 
a particular timeframe represents interest in the content that is 
scheduled for that channel at the given timeframe (e. g., the 
start of the program). 
[0009] Delays may occur in the allocation of the channel as 
a result of the voting and/or parking interest for the channel 
remaining beloW the threshold for the allocation of the chan 
nel. These delays might normally result in the users missing 
the beginning of the programming on the channel. 
[0010] HoWever, in some embodiments, When the channel 
interest manager detects that the channel interest for a chan 
nel may actually be a channel interest for a program begin 
ning on that channel at a particular time but that the allocation 
may involve delays beyond that particular timeframe, it may 
buffer the channel for the users. 

[0011] Such buffering may be accomplished by the chan 
nel-interest manager routing the channel content to a channel 
buffering subsystem until such time as the channel becomes 
available. Upon allocation of the channel, users may then be 
presented With the options of (a) joining the program in 
progress and missing the beginning or (b) Watching the pro 
gram from the beginning (e.g., similar to a start-over func 
tion). In the latter case, if the program is Watched in real time, 
it’s vieWing may run beyond the beginning of the next pro 
gram scheduled on this or another channel and this may be 
undesirable to the user. Therefore, in some embodiments, an 
option of Watching the program in faster than real time is 
provided, or alternatively an option of skipping through some 
portions of the program may be enabled. This embodiment 
alloWs the program to ?t into its regularly scheduled timeslot. 
Audio may be pitch controlled (e.g., by means of an audio 
processing technique such as the complex cepstrum) to main 
tain as close to the original pitch as the real-time playback 
While alloWing the audio to be sped up in synchronization 
With the video. 
[0012] In some embodiments, the SDV client may offer the 
requester advertisements While the requester Waits for allo 
cation of bandWidth for a channel. In some embodiments, a 
delayed allocation is anticipated, a ?exible number of adver 
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tisements or “?ller” programming is provided (e.g., locally 
stored on a user’s hard drive) and programs are pre-edited so 
they occupy less than the full time slot to accommodate these 
additional up-front advertisements or ?ller Without loss of 
meaningful content (e.g., the conclusion to a detective pro 
gram). 
[0013] When suf?cient bandWidth does not exist for a 
requested channel, the channel-interest manager may allocate 
bandWidth for the channel using any suitable approach. In 
some embodiments, a requested sWitched channel (or a pre 
viously sWitched in channel) may be degraded to a version 
that requires less bandWidth (e.g., SD rather than HD) before 
allocation is made. In other embodiments, requested channels 
meeting the interest threshold may “bump” a previously allo 
cated channel With loWer relative interest. 

[0014] In some embodiments, the channel-interest man 
ager may consider various “bump parameters” before de 
allocating a channel. For example, the channel-interest man 
ager may compare hoW long an allocated channel has been 
allocated With a “no-bump” threshold time and decide not to 
bump a program that might otherWise have been bumped if 
not for the fact that the program’s allocation time exceeded 
this no-bump threshold and its de-allocation might be particu 
larly disruptive to a vieWer. A no-bump threshold might be, 
for example, ten minutes, or long enough for a Watcher to 
become someWhat involved in the program he/ she is Watch 
ing. 
[0015] In other embodiments, the channel-interest manager 
may Work With a revenue manager and/ or a trend manager and 
the interest may be considered in light of revenue impacts and 
trends before a channel is de-allocated. A revenue manager is 
softWare and/ or hardWare (e.g., one or more processors, 

memory, storage, etc., Where the processors are programmed 
With suitable programming logic to perform the functions of 
the revenue manager) that compares the revenue potential 
(e. g., as a result of associated advertisement or pay-per-vieW 
fees) of the previously allocated channel to a requested chan 
nel before deciding Whether or not to de-allocate the previ 
ously allocated channel. A trend manager is softWare and/or 
hardWare (e.g., one or more processors, memory, storage, 
etc ., Where the processors are programmed With suitable logic 
to perform the functions of the trend manager) that measures 
the previously allocated channel’s vieWer activity over time 
before de-allocation. For example, if several users have tuned 
aWay from a channel at a given time it could just be because 
a commercial is present at that time, rather than an indication 
of Waning interest. The number of users currently tuned at any 
given instant might not be an accurate indication of interest in 
such a scenario, and de-allocation of the channel Would not be 
desirable or appropriate unless the general trend Was moving 
in the direction of Waning vieWership over time. As another 
example, consider that a trend manager and a channel-interest 
manager, Working alone or together, may de-allocate a ?rst 
channel relative to another if the vieWership of the ?rst chan 
nel is beloW the other channel, hoWever, When a revenue 
manager is employed, it may bring into consideration the 
revenue associated With vieWership of the ?rst channel as 
Well. So, for example, if the ?rst channel has advertisement 
spots that paid the video service provider tWice per vieWer 
What the advertisement spots on the other channel paid, it may 
be Worth maintaining the allocation of the ?rst channel until 
vieWership of the ?rst channel dropped beloW half vieWership 
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of the other channel. The trend manager Would be invoked to 
insure that the maximiZed revenue trend is likely to be sus 
tained. 

[0016] In some embodiments, the interest management 
system may offer a requester, or a bumped-user, one or more 
options When a channel is not allocated immediately upon 
request. For example, in one embodiment, a requester may be 
provided With the option to Watch the unavailable program as 
a pay-per-vieW program. The SDV channel may then tempo 
rarily be provided as a VOD stream and the user may be 
charged. Alternatively or additionally, the requester may be 
provided the option to set up a recording to record the pro 
gram if it becomes available at a later time on a broadcast 
channel or via a sWitched channel at a time (e. g., early morn 
ing) When demand for bandWidth may have decreased. In 
some embodiments, the requester or bumped-user may be 
provided With an option to Watch related content. In some 
embodiments the requester may be provided With an option to 
Watch content that is popular at the moment. This feature may 
be extended in some embodiments to notify all users When a 
particular channel is extremely popular at any given time 
(e.g., breaking neWs). 
[0017] In some embodiments, the channel-interest man 
ager detects program overruns or other last minute scheduling 
changes associated With programs on non-SDV channels 
(e. g., broadcast channels). The channel-interest manager may 
then compare the number of vieWers interested in Watching 
these program overruns With the number of vieWers interested 
in Watching the regularly scheduled programming for those 
channels. This statistic may then be sent to the video service 
provider for consideration before determining Which pro 
gram to allocate to its regularly allocated broadcast band 
Width and Which to make optionally available (subject to 
interest and available bandWidth) on its sWitched bandWidth 
allocation. The program not chosen for the regular broadcast 
bandWidth may be provided via SDV if the interest threshold 
is met. Moving a program overrun from a broadcast channel 
to a sWitched tier channel gives the video service provider the 
ability to alloW vieWers to Watch the overrun if there is interest 
While not disturbing the regularly scheduled programming 
lineup that had been published for the broadcast channel. For 
example, if on the FOX netWork, a football game is scheduled 
from 7-9 PM folloWed by “House” at 9 PM, and it turns out 
that the game goes into overtime, the interest management 
system, in one embodiment, may cause a message to be 
displayed to a user via the on-screen display of a video ter 
minal (e.g., STB) providing the user With the option to con 
tinue to Watch the currently Watched program or Watch 
“House.” Then, depending on interest, the user may be 
sWitched (seamlessly or not) to a channel Where he can either 
Watch the continuation of the overrun game or the episode of 
“House.” In some embodiments, an option may also be pro 
vided (e. g., on a dual tuner STB) to record the program that is 
not Watched. In some cases, if insuf?cient interest is logged 
for Watching the end of the overrun program (e.g., e.g., the 
game is betWeen tWo non-local teams of little interest to begin 
With) the overrun may not be made available at all and this fact 
may be provided to the potential Watchers. 
[0018] In some embodiments, channels of the SDV system 
are assigned to tiers. For example, there may be one SDV 
premium tier and discount tiers 1, 2, 3, etc. LoWer tiers may, 
for example, be associated With a larger tune delay (all the 
Way to not available) and a loWer probability of being allo 
cated. 
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[0019] The channel-interest manager may also allocate 
bandwidth for a program in a mixed-service system as a 
function of one channel’s interest relative to another’s and in 
some embodiments, additionally, the impact on revenue. For 
example, the channel-interest manager may consider the rela 
tive priority of VOD and SDV by considering the interest and 
revenue potential of each. In this Way, VOD and SDV are 
competing for the same bandWidth and When no bandWidth is 
left, one channel must be blocked. In this example, the chan 
nel-interest manager allocates the bandWidth to the channel 
With the higher priority based on interest and revenue poten 
tial With the interest “registered” in advance by any of the 
mechanisms discussed thus far, including trending of advance 
requests to Watch a particular program, consideration of 
trends for related programs or channels, consideration of the 
trend of users Who Watch a channel through program changes, 
etc. 

[0020] In another embodiment, Emergency Alerts may be 
provided using a sWitched channel. This makes a good deal of 
sense given that Emergency Alerts are feW and far betWeen 
and it is thus Wasteful to allocate a full channel to emergency 
alert When it is rarely Watched. HoWever, in the prior art, 
emergency alerts are alWays assumed to be on non-sWitched 
channels because of their importance and because of the 
classical Way in Which emergency alert are handled in video 
distribution systems such as Cable systems. In the ?rst case, 
there is concern that in a classical SDV system, there is some 
small blocking probability for any sWitched channel and this 
blocking probability is independent of the interest for that 
channel. In some embodiments of the present invention, hoW 
ever, blocking probability is inversely proportional to the 
interest for a channel during a given WindoW of time (e.g., the 
“interest assessment interval”). In classical emergency alert 
systems, When a STB receives an EAS alert, it is force tuned 
to the EAS channel. Under this circumstance, in the present 
invention, this Would cause a peak in interest for the EAS 
channel (given that all STBs are requesting it concurrently) 
and this high interest for use Would logically, absent revenue 
considerations, result in the EAS channel being quickly allo 
cated. To avoid ?ooding the netWork With requests coinciden 
tally from multiple video terminals, in some embodiments of 
the present invention, the EAS sWitched channel is treated as 
a special case by a STB Wherein requests for it are delayed by 
a random backoff before being sent to the SDV server. 

[0021] In some embodiments, all force tunes are treated 
With a random backoff before request in anticipation of these 
force tunes being sent to multiple terminals concurrently. In 
some embodiments, a ?ag is sent With a force tune to indicate 
that it is a broadcast or groupcast force tune and therefore 
should result in a random backoff before the channel is 
requested. When the channel-interest manager receives 
numerous requests that exceed the interest threshold, the EAS 
channel is then allocated to bandWidth that is ordinarily free 
for other channels absent an emergency. 

[0022] In some embodiments, the EAS channel tuning 
information may be stored in a carousel data feed With a time 
to live of in?nity (as a special mechanism only used for EAS) 
so that it persists in the carousel feed as an “active” channel 
and does not require a server response of Which frequency and 
program number to use to tune the channel. Thus emergency 
alert channel tuning can be very fast. In such embodiments, 
though the EAS channel is listed as active in the carousel, it 
may not actually be allocated to the bandWidth until the alert 
is active. This embodiment involves noti?cation of the server 
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of the alert event, in Which case the server sWitches the appro 
priate EAS program into the carouseled frequency and pro 
gram number. The purpose of having the channel listed in the 
carousel is so that the STBs Will knoW Where to tune very 
quickly Without having to request the channel from the server. 
The EAS channel is typically “hidden” from the user. The 
frequency and program number that is “reserved” for EAS 
may actually be inuse for a “visible” channel. For example, in 
a cable system such as Comcast’s cable systems, a hidden 
virtual channel number and a speci?c frequency and program 
number may be set aside for EAS. For example, frequency 
550, program #3 and an infrequently Watched channel such as 
“the muppets channel” may be allocated to virtual channel 53, 
frequency 550, program #2, the virtual channel number 53 
being visible to the user. 

[0023] Up to this point We have discussed the operation of 
the channel-interest manager primarily With respect to single 
tuner STBs. HoWever, it is anticipated that the manager Will 
function similarly With respect to multiple-tuner STBs and 
STBs With the ability to handle multiple channels per tuner 
(e.g., multiple IP stream-based video/audio services or mul 
tiple channels Within a multiple-service transport multiplex). 
[0024] A multiple-tuner STB includes multiple tuners each 
With at least one associated decoder. Such a STB can tune to 
more than one channel at a time. A dual-tuner STB, for 
example, can tune to tWo frequencies simultaneously. Each 
tuner can extract a program from the multiplex it ?nds at its 
tuned frequency and an associated decoder can be used to 
decode the program. Thus, a dual tuner STB may be able to 
tune, extract, decode, and display tWo programs from tWo 
channels simultaneously. Note that the frequency and pro 
gram number tuned by one tuner may be the same or different 
than the frequency or program number tuned by the other 
tuner. 

[0025] In embodiments of the channel-interest manager 
system Where multiple-tuner STBs are supported, the chan 
nel-interest manager may receive and manage requests and 
interest on a per-tuner basis instead of on a per-STB basis. In 
such embodiments, for example, With a threshold of tWo set 
for a channel, a single STB may meet that threshold of tWo by 
attempting to tune to the channel With both tuners. Also in 
such embodiments, tWo STBs, each STB tuned With one tuner 
to channel A, for example, and each STB tuned With the other 
tuner to channel B, for example, may result in an interest of 
tWo being logged for each of channels A and B at the channel 
interest manager. Similar consideration Would be given to 
multiple tuner STBs With greater numbers of tuners per STB 
(e.g., triple- and quad-tuner STBs or home media managers 
With multiple tuners). In such embodiments, both a tuner 
identi?er and a STB identi?er may be sent in the channel 
request message from the STB to the channel-interest man 
ager. In some STBs, there are multiple decoders available to 
each tuner. So, for example, such a STB With only a single 
tuner decodes and displays more than one channel at a time. 

[0026] In embodiments of the channel-interest manager 
system Where STBs With multiple decoders per tuner are 
supported, the channel-interest manager may receive and 
manage requests and interest on a per-decoder basis instead of 
on a per-STB or per-tuner basis. In such embodiments, for 
example, With a threshold of tWo set for a channel, it may be 
possible for a single-tuner STB With a concurrent decode 
capability of tWo decoders to meet that threshold by attempt 
ing to decode the same program from the same frequency 
using both decoders to the channel With both tuners. In such 
























